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ABSTRACT
Parallel link manipulators are often considered for
particular robotic applications because of the unique
advantages they provide. Unfortunately, they have
significant disadvantages with respeci to calculating the
kinematic transformations because of the high-order
equations that must be solved. Presented is a manipulator
design that exploits the mechanical advantages of parallel
links yet also has a corresponding numerical kinematic
solution that can be solved in real time on common
microcomputers.

INTRODUCTION
Recently a new manipulator kinematic design was

developed to operate in hazardous environments [1]. The
crucial goal of this design was to have all of the motors
attached to the base plate to eliminate problems associated
with having a motor on a moving link. Some of these
problems were from cable breakage due to flexing,
sensitivity of the cable to the hostile environment,
outgassing of the wiring insulation to the environment, and
the added weight and inertia from the mass of the motors
on the moving links. The resulting development, shown in
Fig.l, is a highly parallel design that has all of the motors
mounted on the platform base. The unfortunate aspect of
this design is that the kinematic equations cannot be solved
in closed form, resulting in the need for numerical
solutions for both the forward and inverse kinematic
transformations. Fortunately, computers are now able to
calculate these numerical solutions in real time, resulting in
a reduced concern about the complexity of the kinematic
solution.

BACKGROUND
Several parallel link manipulators have been designed

to date, the most notable being the Stewart platform [2].
Other parallel link designs were developed concentrating
on t'iie advantage of mounting the motors to the base to
reduce the weight and inertia of the moving parts. One
such example by Pierrot [3] was designed for high-speed
insertion. Another example by Stoughton [4] was designed
to have reasonable closed-form kinematic solutions.

Unlike the above examples, the new design was
intended to be a full six-degree-of-freedom (DOF)

master-slave manipulator for use in the remote
maintenance industry. To retain the mo'ors-at-ihe-base
objectives, the design had to accommodate extra parallel
links to operate the wrist. The design was to resemble
more closley present-day remote maintenance equipment
[5] [6] except that it would be implemented with the base-
mounted motor feature. The following section elaborates
on the resulting design.
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Fig.l. Drawing of manipulator with wrist push rods.

MANIPULATOR DESIGN
Figure 2 shows a proiotype of the manipulator design

that does not include the wrist or wrist pushrods. Some of
the distinctive features evident are the base-mounted
motors and the pushrod for actuating the elbow. Also
noteworthy is the direct drive arrangement of the motors,
resulting in a design that has no gears. Figure 3 is a
collection of top views with the motors covered up
showing the manipulator in various positions. Note that the
last two views show the same position for the end effector,



which demonstrates a side benefit of the design, namely
Ihe redundant DOF.

Fig. 2. Photograph of hardware prototype.

Continuing with a more detailed description of the
device. Fig. 4 shows one of the leg assemblies attached to a
motor. Each leg has a 2-DOF joint whose axes intersect at
its base, one of them actuated directly by Ihe motor and the
other one passive. This allows the end-point of the leg to
cover a hemisphere of radius equal to the length of the leg.
The solid ring-shaped line at the top of the leg represents
the permissible positions for the leg top for the given motor
angle. Similarly, the dotted line shows how the leg lop
moves as the motor turns. Figure 5 shows an assembly of
the lops of all three legs with their corresponding
permissible lop positions. The triangular-shaped elbow
plate connects with the leg tops via ball and socket joints
(or their equivalent), which is mathematically equivalent to
one of the corners of the triangle resting on its
corresponding ring that represents the leg top position. An
explanation of how the triangle situates itself on the rings
is given in the next section. As an example of how the
different motor-turning directions translate and rotate the
elbow plate, Fig. 6 shows an example rotation and
translation movement for the leg and elbow plate
assembly.

Having both translation and rotation for the elbow
plate allows ihe interesting feature of the redundant degree
of freedom, as is shown in Fig. 3. For certain obstacle
avoidance applications ihe plate can be translated to the
side; then the rotation can be used to move the wrist back
to the desired location. This feature would also provide a
limited ability to continue operation after one of the leg
motors has failed, provided the motor failed in a locked
position.

The elbow is connected at the center of the elbow plate
and is actuated by a conventional pushrod from the base.
Once the position of the elbow plate has been determined.

the elbow angle can be calculated in a straightforward
manner.

Figure 7 shows the manipulator with the wrist
actuation pushrods added but with the major legs removed
for clarity. Similar to the elbow, the intermediate
triangular links arc operated by pushrods from the base.
These links in turn operate ihe pushrods down ID the wrist.
The desired wrisi configuration is a conventional 3-DOF
arrangement plus long actuation.

Although no wrist has yet been buill for ihe
manipulator, several existing wrist designs and some
potential new wrist designs have been evaluated. At this
time the appropriate wrist appears to be one based on the
Ross-Hime Omniwrist [7], mainly because it is a proven
design that will operate from pushrods. Other designs arc
still being investigated.

This brief glance at the manipulator points out some of
the difficulties with the design. Although cross coupling
between the legs, wrist pushrods, and elbow is a concern,
the most difficult area from a mathematical standpoint is
the parallel legs. After the elbow joint plate position and
orientation arc determined, the cross coupling between the
elbow joint, wrist pushrods, and elbow can be calculated in
a relatively straightforward manner.

Fig. 3. Top view of manipulator showing example
positions

Like the Stewart platform, the forward kinematic
solution to the elbow joint plate has 18 possible solutions.
Because the typical matrix method for robot kinematics is
more appropriate for serial link manipulators, a more
fundamental analytical geometry method was developed
for solving the kinematics. Typical solutions to the
Stewart platform calculation [8] involve numerically
solving 18 simultaneous equations. To improve the
calculation efficiency for the new manipulator, a new
analytical geometry method was developed that took
advantage of some of the kinematic characteristics of the



manipulator. This procedure, described below, enabled
real time calculation of the kinematics on a
microcomputer. Hdx>r

Motor

Fig. 4. Permissable trip trace for a given motor
position

Fig. 5. Top triangle intersecting with leg ray traces

FORWARD KINEMATICS
Like the Stewart platform, this manipulator has

forward kinematics that are very complicated. Unlike the
Stewart platform, however, the inverse kinematics are also
very complicated and require a numerical solution. As
mentioned before, a more efficient solution to the problem
was developed and is presented here.

The new numerical algorithm presented in this section
starts with the usual initial guess and refines it. Figue 8
shows two of the legs and their possible top positions The
left leg, or leg 3, is shown at an initial guessed position.
Using the coordinate system shown on the fig we, the
variables 23, >:3, and 23 represent the position of tie top of
(the initial leg), /I is the length of leg 1, cl is the cotangent
of the motor 1 angle Q\, i is the distance between the leg 3
and leg 1 tops (length of the side of the triangle), b\ is the
distance along the i axis from the leg bottom to the origin,
and j l , ^1, and i\ represent the position of the top of leg 1.
The spherical coverage of the leg top is shown by

i l 2 =v.l2

and the distance between the tops of the two legs is shown
by

d 2 =Ul-x2 2 + (V1-J2)2 + (2I-22)2 '

The effect of the motor position is shown by

Solving the above equations simultaneously produces the
following equation set that will obtain the leg 1 position
(given the leg 3 position) and the motor 1 angle:

Equation set 1.
«O= (2 23+2 fcl)2 + (2 *3 cl+2 *3)2

1+clcl ,

= 2 (2 23 + 2 fel) (42 - ii2 - xi2 • i 3 2 - i l 2 + fel2)

2 61 (2*3 £l+2v.3)2

1 + Cl Cl

C

Figure 6. Sample plate movements versus motor
movements. (Motors spaced outward for clarity, dotted
line represents elbow.)

+ (2 x3 cl + 2 *3)2

[[ a 2 - a>i + 21 )2] / a



After the appropriate coordinate rotation, this same
equation can be used to find the lop of leg 2 using the
position for leg 1 found above. The process is used again
to find a new position for leg 3 given the position of leg 2.
Unless our initial guess was perfect, this new position for
the first leg will not be equal to the initial guess.

Figure 9 shows a top view of the elbow plate that
demonstrates the effect of the error in the initial guess.
The dashed lines represent an initial perfect guess, and the
solid lines represent an erroneous guess with the
recalculated leg 3 position. Note that the correct position
for leg 3 is roughly halfway between the guessed position
and the recalculated position. This forms the basis for the
numerical technique; a new guess is calculated by
averaging the guessed position and the recalculated

Fig. 7. Wrist actuator pushrods.

position, and the process is repeated until the refining
progress drops below a threshold value. No formal proof
of convergence has been developed; however,
experimental results have shown convergence providing
the position is not at or beyond a singularity.

After the position of the elbow plate is found, an
equation similar to equation 1 above is used to find the
elbow joint value. Likewise, the positions of the
intermediate wrist pushrod links are found using a similar
equation. The position and orientation of the wrist
components can then be calculated, although the specific
equations will depend on the type of wrist chosen.

3V M./

Fig. 8. Finding a leg location given another leg location

Fig. 9. Effect of errors on initial guess.

INVERSE KINEMATICS
The inverse kinematics solution for this manipulator is

more complicated than its forward kinematics, mainly
because of the elbow interaction and the extra degree-of-
freedom. Use of the extra degree-of-freedom is currently
an interesting research topic [9]; however, it is beyond the
scope of this paper. For this paper, one of the motor angles
will be locked to a specific position. This particular motor
will be chosen to help simplify the inverse kinematic
problem.

As with the forward kinematics problem, an initial
guess for one of the link angles will be assumed and
successively refined. The guessed angle for this algorithm
will be the angle between the elbow plate and the elbow
itself. The redundant degree of freedom will be chosen by
locking motor 1. Locking this particular motor simplifies
the task, as is shown in Fig. 10. Since the elbow angle
(assumed for the initial guess) is known, angle a.4 in the
figure, the distance between the wrist and the top of leg 1
plus angle Q5 can be calculated using the law of cosines.
Using the fixed angle for motor 1, finding the position for
the top of leg 1 is essentially the same situation as that
described in Fig. 8. Equation 1 is used with d being the
distance between the wrist and the leg I top, and the wrist
position is used instead of the leg 3 top.

At this point the elbow plate and elbow can be
thought of as a rigid body that can rotate around the leg 1
to the wrist line defined by points j4, ^4, and i4 and j l , yl,
and j l in Fig. 11. The permissible locations of the other
two corners of the plate are then described by a circle, as is
shown in Fig. 11. These comers must correspond to the
tops of the other two legs. Since the motor angles are
unknown for the other legs, the permissible positions for
the leg tops are described by spheres. With the elbow
angle fixed, the elbow plate comers cannot both intersect
the two spheres at the same time; therefore the elbow plate
is allowed to intersect the leg 3 sphere only. To find this



intersection, a method similar to equation 1 is used. First,
the center of the circle is found by:

Equation set 2.
Gc4 - i l ) l.Sfil cosfl5

cos fl5

(j4-l l)1.561cosa5

where cL is the distance between the wrist and leg 1 as
found above. Leg 3 can now be found by solving the
equations:

Equation set 3.
2 Z 2

l2 = *- (-5 £1 -

where i_is the length of leg 3. In the interest of brevity, the
complicated solution to ttiese simultaneous equations will
not be presented here.

a.S

Given the positions for two of the legs and now
ignoring the elbow angle, the remaining corner of the plau
is intersected with the remaining sphere to determine th<
third leg and elbow plate position. This can be done will
equation 2 except <3, #3, and z3 are used instead of thi
wrist position coordinates, and 0.5 is used instead of coi
0.5. To determine the new elbow angle, a projected plant
represented by the elbow plate is compared with th<
desired wrist point. The angle that the wrist point is abovi
this plane, using the elbow shaft as the pivot point, is usec
as the new guess for the elbow angle. This is illustrated ii
Fig. 12.

Figure 11. Triangle corner (intersecting leg sphere.

Figure 10. Elbow assembly with wrist to leg 1 trace.

Figure 12. Estimating new elbow angle.

COMPUTATIONAL SPEED
Both the forward and inverse kinematic algorithms

were tested for controlling the hardware model in real time.
A joystick was used as a Cartesian master to operate the
model in a master-slave mode. Although using the "home"
position as an initial guess usually allowed the algorithm to
converge, the program was later modified to use the results
from the last calculation as the initial guess to help the
algorithm converge faster. The computer used was a
VME-based 12-MHz 68020 with a floating point
coprocessor. The convergence rates were roughly the same
for both the forward and inverse kinematics.

When the desired location was in the vicinity of the
home position and when the home position was used for
the initial guess, the algorithm would converge to
4-decimal-digit accuracy in about 10 iterations of the
algorithm. This corresponded to calculating the kinematic



transformation about 50 limes per second. When the
manipulator approached a singularity, the convergence rate
slowed significantly. However, using the last result as the
new initial guess helped bring the rate back to SO Hz for
most practical reaches of the manipulator. As is shown in
the next section, the practical limitation for operating near
singularities will be the unreasonable motor torques rather
than the convergence rate.

Another noteworthy aspect of the algorithm is that few
trigonometric functions are inside (he iterated loop. This
would make the algorithm reasonable for processors that
had floating point support but nu intrinsic functions, such
as the 68040.

MANIPULATOR REACH LIMITATIONS
Although the manipulator design is considered to

be successful, several kinematic constraints impose
limitations on the reach of the device. Most of the 18
kinematic solutions cause no problems; however, two of
these solutions cause a severe singularity when the
manipulator tries to rotate left or right 90°. At these points
the required motor torque reaches infinity. In practice,
mechanical stops can be installed on the manipulator to
prevent it from turning too far to the side. However, the
motor torques still become too high even before the
manipulator gets close to these singularities. The overall
impact of this limitation is that this manipulator will 'have
limited reach capability, especially when compared with a
conventional industrial robot (i.e., roll-pitch-pitcn for the
base, shoulder, and elbow joints). For some specific
applications the required envelope may still be within the
capabilities of the manipulator.

To characterize these limitations, a program was
developed to calculate the required motor torques for a
given manipulator position. Figure 13 shows a plot of the
highest of the three motor torques (elbow not included)
versus the position of the wrist in a top view. For this plot
the height is even with the "home" position, motor 1 is
locked in the home position, and a downward (-y direction
only) test force is applied to the wrist. A model of the arm
is superimposed over a typical data point to demonstrate
the manipulator orientation with respect to the plot. In
areas where no data point is evident, the algorithm failed to
converge, meaning that the point is beyond reach. A circle
is drawn around the plot to compare the reach with a
typical industrial robot

Figure 14 shows the same data using a contour plot
that is labeled to show the torque levels required. Neat the
boundaries it is evident how the torques me becoming
unreasonable, and for successful operation the manipulator
must not enter areas that show a torque value that is
beyond the range of the motors.

Fig. 14. Contour plot of figure 13.

Figure IS shows a similar force plot except the
manipulator's redundant degree of freedom is being used to
approach the load from a different angle. The back motor
is rotated 45° to the left. Note that no particular areas
occur in which the torques are less than the case where the
back motor was upright, indicating that the utility of the
redundant degree of freedom will be for collision
avoidance rather than improving the reach or reducing the
motor torques.

Con>/«)

Fig. 13. Maximum motor torque requirement versus
wrist position (height ans motor 1 hels at "home"
position).

Fig. 15.
freedom.

Force plot showing redundant degree of



CONCLUSION
This new manipulator design successfully uses parallel

mechanisms to eliminate mounting motors on moving
links. To control the device in real time, a new numerical
algorithm was developed that would efficiently calculate
the kinematic transformations. To investigate the
performance characteristics of the system, the required
motor torques were plotted for various operating
conditions.
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